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Abstract
Preserving a high degree of valley polarization of excitons in photo-excited transition-metal
dichalcogenide monolayers (TMD-MLs) is desirable for the valley-based photonic applications, but
widely recognized as a hard task hindered by the intrinsic electron-hole exchange interaction. In
this study, we present a comprehensive investigation of valley-polarized finite-momentum excitons
in WSe2-MLs over the entire Brillouin zone by solving the density-functional-theory(DFT)-based
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) under the guidance of symmetry analysis. We reveal that finite-
momentum excitons are actually in general well immune from the exchange-induced valley de-
polarization, except for those with specific exciton momenta directionally coincide with the axes
associated with the 3σv and 3C ′2 symmetries in TMD-MLs. Governed by the symmetries, the valley
pseudo-spin texture of the full-zone exciton band in the momentum space is locally featured by in-
dividual skyrmion-like structures where highly valley-polarized finite-momentum exciton states are
centred. Remarkably, we show that the high degrees of valley polarizations of the finite-momentum
exciton states are excellently well transferable to the optical polarizations in the resulting phonon-
assisted photo-luminescences, suggesting the prospective usefulness of those inter-valley excitons in
valley-based photonics.
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Introduction— Transition-metal dichalcogenide monolayers (TMD-MLs) have drawn a broad
interest in recent years because of the intriguing spin-valley-coupled characteristics in the
electronic and excitonic structures. [1–3] As a massive Dirac material, the band structure
of a TMD-ML is characterized by two distinctive gapped valleys locating at the K and K ′
corners of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) in the momentum space that follow the distinct optical
selection rules and allow for the valley-selective excitation and coherent manipulation.[4–6]
Those spin- and valley-resolvable characteristics in the excitonic structure of TMD-MLs
serve as a prospective base of spin- and valley-based photonics, as long as a high degree of
the excitonic valley polarization can be well maintained in the materials.[7, 8]
However, in reality, the valley-polarization of a bright exciton in a TMD-ML is very likely
to be depolarized by the electron-hole (e-h) exchange interaction which intrinsically couples
two interband excitations in distinct valleys. [4, 9–13] Despite the weak coupling strength
of meV scale, the e-h exchange interaction can intermix the distinct spin-like exchange-free
exciton states completely whenever the exchange-free states possess the same momentum
and same energy, which together facilitate the resonant coupling driven by the momentum-
conserving exchange interaction.[4, 14] Such a resonant inter-valley coupling exists in the
bright exciton with nearly vanishing momentum [4] but, without the sustain from certain
symmetries, is not necessary to be held by a generic exciton with finite exciton wave vector,
kex 6= 0.
In spite of violating the optical selection rules, the finite-momentum exciton states of
TMD-MLs have been observabed in advanced optical spectroscopies and shown essentially
involved in various optical phenomena including the phonon- or defect-assisted lumines-
cences, [15–19] photoluminescence excitations, [20] formation of multi-exciton complexes,
[21] the boost of near-field energy transfers, [22] and the optical responses in electron energy
loss spectroscopy. [23, 24] To understand the exciton physics in TMD-MLs comprehensively,
it is demanded to acquire the sufficient information of the complete exciton band structures
over the entire BZ, which however has not been fully revealed so far. [25–27]
In this Letter, we present theoretical and computational studies of the full-zone exciton
bands of WSe2-MLs by numerically solving the DFT-based BSE for neutral exciton under
the guidance of symmetry analysis.[28] The quantum nature of the valley-polarized exciton
states evolved with varying the exciton momentum over the BZ is visualized by the valley
pseudo-spin texture, where the skyrmion-like structures surrounding highly valley-polarized
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exciton states are revealed. Interestingly, we find that the near-unity valley-polarizations
of those inter-valley finite momentum exciton states are excellently well transferrable to
the optical polarization through the indirect photo-luminescences (PLs) assited by phonons.
[15–17]
Theoretical analysis and numerical methodology— We begin with the exci-
ton states with the well-defined center-of-mass wave vector kex, |S,kex〉 =
1√A
∑
vckAS,kex(vck) cˆ
†
c,k+kex
hˆ†v,−k|GS〉 , written as a linear combination of the config-
urations of the electron-hole (e-h ) pairs, cˆ†c,k+kexhˆ
†
v,−k|GS〉, where the particle operator cˆ†c,k
(hˆ†v,−k) is defined to create the electron (hole) of the wave vector k (−k) in the conduction
band c (corresponding to the missing state at k in the filled valence band v) from the
ground state of the system with the fully filled valence bands |GS〉, S is the index of exciton
band, AS,kex(vck) is the amplitude of the e-h configuration cˆ
†
c,k+kex
hˆ†v,−k|GS〉 in the exciton
state, and A is the area of the two-dimensional (2D) material. Throughout this work, our
study is focussed on the spin-like exciton states with the same particle spin in the c- and
v-bands that can be luminescent under proper assistances of phonon- or defect-scatterings.
The exciton wave function in the reciprocal k-space, AS,kex(vck), follows the Bethe-Salpeter
equation that reads [25–32][
c,k+kex − v,k − EXS,kex
]
AS,kex(vck)
+
∑
v′c′k′
Ukex(vck, v
′c′k′)AS,kex(v
′c′k′) = 0, (1)
where EXS,kex is the eigen energy of the exciton state, the first two terms on the left hand side
contain the kinetic energies of the electron and hole in a free e-h pair, c,k+kex and (−v,k),
and the last term is associated with the kernel of e-h Coulomb interaction that consists of the
screened e-h direct interaction and the e-h exchange one, Ukex = −V dkex + V xkex . The explicit
definitions of V dkex and V
x
kex
in terms of the Bloch wave functions are given in Supplementary
Materials. [33] The screening in the e-h Coulomb interaction for an exciton in the 2D
material [33] is considered on the base of Keldysh formalism. [25, 34–39]
In this work, we follow the developed methodology in Ref. [28] to set up the BSE theory
for the exciton studies on the first principles base. In the approach, the BSE is formulated
in the Wannier tight binding scheme [40? , 41] established by means of wannierization of
the DFT-calculated Bloch wave functions.[33, 42, 43] Figure 1c presents the DFT-calculated
lowest conduction and topmost valence band of a WSe2-ML over the first BZ by using
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the first principles VASP package [44] with the use of the Perdew–Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
exchange-correlation functional. [45] To solve the exciton band structures, the DFT-based
BSE is discretized with the k mesh grids compatible to the symmetries of D3h TMD-MLs
[27] and solved numerically by means of direct diagonalization.
It is well established that the direct Coulomb interaction makes the predominant contri-
bution to the large binding energy of exciton at the scale of hundreds of meV in a TMD-ML,
but has no direct effect on the coupling between the distinct spin-like exciton states belong-
ing to the opposite valleys. [46, 47] By contrast, the momentum-conserving e-h exchange
interaction at the scale of merely meV could couple the distinct valley-excitons which pos-
sess the same exciton momentum kex and leads to the unwanted valley-depolarization of
exciton in the valley-based applications. [9, 10] In fact, the valley-intermixing of excitons
is significant only when the exchange-free valley-polarized states are degenerate or nearly
degenerate with the splitting much smaller than the meV-scaled e-h exchange interaction.
Thus, we proceed with the symmetry analysis for the free e-h-pair excitations over the
BZ to predict the valley-degenerate exchange-free exciton states of D3h TMD-MLs, where
D3h = {E,C3, C−13 , σh, S3, S−13 , C ′2,1, C ′2,2, C ′2,3, σv,1, σv,2, σv,3}.[48] Consider two distinct e-h
pair states with the same kex excited from the different valence states at k and k′, respec-
tively, the degeneracy is formed if c,k+kex − v,k = c,k′+kex − v,k′ , which can generally hold
only if v,k = v,k′ and c,k+kex = c,k′+kex . From the theory of group representations, the
above two equations hold when the space group symmetry of the TMD-ML satisfies the
both equations, k′ = Uˆk and k′ + kex = Uˆ (k + kex), for any symmetry operator Uˆ ∈ D3h.
Accordingly, we find the criterion for the formation of valley-degeneracy of two distinct e-h
pairs carrying the same kex, i.e.
kex = Uˆkex . (2)
The matrix representations of Uˆ ∈ D3h in the Cartesian coordinate are denoted by D(Uˆ)
and explicitly given in Supplementary Materials. [33] Figure 1b lists D(Uˆ) for Uˆ ∈ C ′2,i and
σv,i.
Applying all the symmetry operators Uˆ onto Eq. (2) for all kex ∈ BZ, one can show
that distinct e-h pair states with the common kex could be valley-degenerate only if kex lies
along the lines connecting the Γex and Mex,i points, i.e. the axes associated with the 3σv
and 3C ′2 symmetries as shown in Fig. 1a. This predicts the impactive valley depolarization
only happening in the exciton states with the specific kex in coincidence with the ΓexMex,i
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FIG. 1: (a) Top and side views of the crystalline lattice structure of a TMD-ML withD3h symmetry,
where the axes of the C ′2,i rotational symmetry and σv,i mirror symmetry relevant to the symmetry
analysis are indicated by the dashed lines. (b) List of the matrices of the C ′2,i and σv,i symmetry
operators in the Cartesian coordinate. (c) Contour plots of the DFT-calculated lowest conduction
(top) and highest valence bands (bottom) of a WSe2-ML over the first BZ with the indication of
the high symmetry points, where Eg is used to indicate the energy gap of a WSe2-ML.
paths, including the commonly known bright exciton around the the Γex point. [9, 10]
Results— As an illustrative instance, Fig. 2a-d exemplify the two distinctive e-h pair exci-
tations with the same kex along the ky-direction, i.e. ΓexMex,2, which are excited from the
valence K to the conduction Q′2 valleys (red arrow line) and from the valence K ′ to the
conduction Q2 valleys (blue arrow line), respectively. The two free excitations are presented
in the DFT-calculated quasi-particle band structures of Fig. 2 c and d, and their transition
energies are identified to be the same. For comparative illustration, we consider another set
of two inter-band transitions excited from the distinctive valence valleys with the common
kex along ΓexK ′ex, as shown in Fig. 2e-h. With the misaligned kex from ΓexMex,i the tran-
sition energies of the two e-h pair excitations turn out to be different as predicted by the
symmetry analysis and identified in Figure 2g and h.
Beyond the non-interacting e-h pair states, the symmetry analysis above remains valid
for the exchange-free exciton states. Figure 3a shows the calculated energy band dispersions
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FIG. 2: (a) Two distinct electron-hole pair excitations with the same kex (directed along ΓexMex,2),
excited from the valence K to the conduction Q′2 valleys (red arrow line) and from the valence K
′
to the Q2 conduction valleys (blue arrow line), respectively. (b) The BZ in the exciton-momentum
space with the indication of the two excitations. (c) [(d)] The DFT-calculated quasi-particle band
dispersion along the momentum direction of the first [second] excitation. Arrow lines indicates the
spin-like excitations. (e)-(h): same as the graphs of (a)-(d) but for another set of distinct excitations
with the common kex ‖ ΓexQ′ex,3. The inset of (d) [(h)] illustrates the existence [absence] of the
resonant inter-valley coupling between the two degenerate [non-degenerate] valley-excitations in (a)
[(e)].
of exchange-free exciton, EX(0)S,kex , with the kex along ΓexMex,2 and ΓexK
′
ex directions, solved
from the exchange-free BSE including the direct part of Coulomb interaction only. In the
absence of e-h exchange interaction, the energy bands of the lowest exciton doublet along
ΓexMex,2 does remain degenerate while the ones along ΓexK ′ex are shown valley-split in energy.
Figure 3b presents the energy splitting of the lowest exchange-free spin-like exciton doublet
(S = +/− stands for the upper/lower band), ∆+−(kex) ≡ EX+,kex − EX−,kex , as a function of
kex over the BZ, indeed showing the vanishing splitting (indicated by magenta lines) of the
exchange-free exciton states lying at the three ΓexMex,i axes.
Figure 3d and e shows the calculated exciton bands and the energy difference between
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FIG. 3: (a) Exciton band structure calculated with the neglect of the e-h exchange interaction
along the paths of ΓexMex,2 and ΓexQ
′
ex,3K
′
ex. Solid (dashed) lines: spin-like (-unlike) exciton
bands. Red (blue) curves: the lower (upper) band |−,kex〉 (|+,kex〉) of the lowest spin-like exciton
doublet. Inset: the full-zone contour plot of the lowest spin-like exciton band. (b) Contour plot of
the energy differences between the lowest spin-like exciton doublet, ∆+−(kex) ≡ EX+,kex − EX−,kex ,
over the BZ in the exciton-momentum space. The magenta-coloured line indicates the vanishing
splitting (∆+−(kex) = 0). (c) Contour plot of the valley polarization, P val−,kex , of the lowest spin-like
exciton states over the BZ. (d)-(f) same as the graphs of (a)-(c) but under the full consideration of
both direct and exchange Coulomb interaction.
the lowest spin-like doublet of WSe2-ML, respectively, with the full consideration of the
both e-h direct and exchange interactions. Under the influence of e-h exchange interaction,
the exciton band along the ΓexMex,i path is no longer degenerate. Writing a valley-mixed
exciton state as |S,kex〉 =
∑
τ=K,K′ α
τ
S,kex
|τ,kex〉, a linear combination of the exchange-free
states with the well-defined valley character, {|τ,kex〉}, the degree of valley polarization of
the state is measured by P valS,kex ≡
|αKS,kex |2−|αK
′
S,kex
|2
|αKS,kex |2+|αK
′
S,kex
|2 . Accompanied by the exchange-induced
splittings, the exciton states lying on the ΓexMex,i path become highly valley-mixed and
featured by P val−,kex ∼ 0, as one can see Fig. 3f in comparison with Fig. 3c. By contrast,
the exciton states lying apart from the ΓexMex,i paths such as those around Qex,i/Q′ex,i and
Kex/K
′
ex valleys yet well maintain the superior high degrees of the valley polarizations with
| P val−,kex |. 100%.
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To further recognize the quantum nature of the valley-polarized exciton states, we re-
formulate the numerically calculated lowest exciton states (with the band index of S = −)
as a Bloch vector, |S,kex〉 = −e−iφS,kex sin θS,kex2 |K,kex〉 + cos
θS,kex
2
|K ′,kex〉, in terms of
the geometrical angles θS,kex and φS,kex , allowing for visualization in the Bloch sphere (see
Supplementary Materials [33] for details). Figure 4a presents the Bloch vectors of the low-
est spin-like exciton states over the BZ forming a valley-pseudospin texture. Around the
Γex-point, the phase angle φS,kex is evolved with a winding number nw = 2 by the in-
plane rotation of kex, reflecting the dipole-dipole interacting nature of the e-h exchange
interaction. [4, 14] Governed by the symmetries of D3h, the valley pseudo-spin texture of
the full-zone exciton band in the momentum space is anisotropically patterned by individual
skyrmion-like structures centred with highly valley-polarized exciton states in the Qex,i/Q′ex,i
and Kex/K ′ex excitonic valleys as seen in Figure 4a. In spite of the violation of the momen-
tum selection rules, those inter-valley exciton states inherited with the high degree of valley
polarization could emit light via the two-step transition processes with the involvement of
phonon- or defect-scattering. Experimentally, the indirect PLs from the lowest inter-valley
exciton states with kex ∈ Kex/K ′ex have been recently observed and, interestingly, present
superiorly high optical polarization. [15–17]
Considering the phonon and photon reservoirs and their couplings to excitons,[18] the to-
tal Hamiltonian of the extended exciton-photon-phonon system reads H = HX +Hν +Hph+
HX−ν+HX−ph, where HX =
∑
Skex
EXS,kexXˆ
†
S,kex
XˆS,kex stands for the single-exciton Hamilto-
nian, Xˆ (Xˆ†) is the operator annihilating (creating) an exciton, Hν =
∑

∑
kν
~ωkνa
†
,kν
a,kν
(Hph =
∑
λ
∑
q ~Ωλqb
†
λ,qbλ,q) is the Hamiltonian of photon (phonon) reservoir, ω

kν
is the fre-
quency of the -polarized photon with the wave vector kν and a (a†) is the particle operator
that annihilates (creates) the photon, Ωλq is the frequency of the λ-kind of phonon with the
wave vector q,[49] and b (b†) is the particle operator that annihilates (creates) the phonon.
HX−ν (HX−ph) is the Hamiltonian of exciton-photon (exciton-phonon) coupling in terms
of the coupling constants ηS,kex (gS′,k′ex;S,kex) that converts an exciton in the bright state
| S,kex〉 to a photon (that couples the exciton states |S,kex〉 and |S ′,k′ex〉). The complete
formalisms of HX−ν and HX−ph are explicitly given in Supplementary Material. [33]
From the second-order perturbation theory, the transition rate of the phonon-assisted PL
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FIG. 4: (a) Valley-pseudospin texture of the valley-polarized exciton states over the entire BZ. Left
(Right) inset: Zoom-in view of the pseudospin texture around the Γex (K ′ex) point. (b) Schematics
of a phonon-assisted indirect PL process. The upper inset depicts the non-vertically emitted light
with kν,|| 6= 0 from an indirect PL, in coincidence with the wave vector of the intermediate bright
states |S′,kex = kν,||〉.
is evaluated by
Γ
(2)
f←i =
2pi
~
∣∣∣∣∣∑
m
〈f | HˆX−ν |m〉 〈m| HˆX−ph |i〉
Ei − Em + i0+
∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ (Ef − Ei) , (3)
where |i〉 denotes the initial state, |m〉 the intermediate states following the emission or
absorption of a phonon, and |f〉 is the final state of the indirect PL. Specifically, we shall
analyze the transition rate and polarization of the indirect PL emitting the photons with
a given wave vector kν from some exciton initial state, |S,kex〉. In the situation, the wave
vectors of the intermediate bright exciton states, |S ′ = ±,k′ex〉, and the phonons really
involved in the transition process are deterministic under the law of momentum conservation,
i.e. k′ex = kν,|| and q = kex − kν,|| ≡ q0, as illustrated in Fig. 4b.
Considering a valley-mixed initial state, |S,kex〉 = αKS,kex |K,kex〉 + αK
′
S,kex
|K ′,kex〉,
the transition rates of the σ+- and σ−-polarized indirect PL’s via the intermediate
bright exciton doublet split by ∆+−(kν,||) = 2|∆˜KK′(kν,||)| are derived as Γ(2)S,kex(σ±) ≈
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γ
(2)
0
∣∣∣αK±S,kex + β˜K±K∓kν,‖ αK∓S,kex∣∣∣2× δ (EXS,kex − ~Ωλq0 − ~ωkν), where the symbol K+ (K−) are in-
troduced to denote theK- (K ′)-valley, γ(2)0 is the averaged transition rate of the polarization-
unresolved indirect PL, β˜K±K∓kν,‖ ≈ −
∆˜K±K∓(kν,‖)
∆E−,kν,‖;S,kex+~Ω
λ
q0
, ∆˜K±K∓ is the matrix element of e-
h exchange interaction that couples the K±- and K∓-valley exciton and ∆E−,kν,‖;S,kex ≡
EX−,kν,‖ − EXS,kex .[33] Accordingly, one can show that the optical polarization, defined by
P
op(2)
S,kex
≡ Γ
(2)
S,kex(σ
+)−Γ(2)S,kex(σ−)
Γ
(2)
S,kex
(σ+)+Γ
(2)
S,kex
(σ−)
, of the indirect PL from |S,kex〉 is given by [33]
P
op(2)
S,kex
≈ P valS,kex
(
1− 4<
[
β˜KK
′
kν,‖
(
αKS,kex
)∗
αK
′
S,kex
])
, (4)
which accounts for the degree of conversion of the valley-polarization of an inter-valley exci-
ton to the optical polarization of the resulting indirect PL. For WSe2-ML’s, |∆˜KK′(kν,||)| ∼
1meV [14] and
(
∆E−,kν,‖;S,kex + ~Ωλq0
)
∼ 60meV.[15, 16, 50] The latter is measurable from
the energy difference between the direct and indirect PLs from bright exciton and inter-
valley one, respectively, as illustrated by Fig. 4b. [15, 16, 50] Accordingly, one can estimate
|β˜KK′kν,‖ |  0.1, with which the optical polarization of the indirect PL is shown nearly the
same as the degree of valley polarization of the initial inter-valley exciton state according to
Eq. 4. Note that the effect of severe valley-depolarization in the intermediate bright states is
found much suppressed in the second-order PL process. As a result, the valley-polarization
of the inter-valley exciton state is actually excellently well transferable to the resulting opti-
cal polarization. This might account for the recently observed highly polarized indirect PL
from tungsten-based TMD-MLs. [15–17]
In conclusion, we present a theoretical and computational investigation of the complete
full-zone exciton band structures of TMD-MLs. While the bright exciton states of TMD-
MLs lying around the central of the BZ are known to be inherently valley-depolarized, our
studies reveal that most finite-momentum exciton states over the BZ are yet well immune
from the exchange-induced valley depolarization, except for those with specific exciton mo-
menta directionally in coincidence with the C ′2- and σv-associated axes. Governed by the
symmetries, the valley pseudo-spin texture of the exciton states over the entire BZ is locally
featured by skyrmion-like structures surrounding the highly valley-polarized inter-valley ex-
citon states. Importantly, the superior valley polarizations of those inter-valley excitons are
shown excellently transferable to the optical polarization under the assistance of phonons.
The finding sheds light on the prospective of the valley-based photonics with the utilization
10
of those inter-valley finite momentum excitons.
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